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TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call
C Skype

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
[AS BBS IS CHANGING ITS WEBSITE, THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS for accessing their archives are interim.]
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Current Program Archives”.
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the presenter. Find
MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and click on “Other Archives”.
• The page which comes up is the familiar one; click on "Save link as" and the archive will download to the
site you indicate on your computer , or you can listen to the program directly.
● The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.
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A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Host:
Meditation:

MariettaRobert
Rainbird - calls in the 4 directions on her flute: east [opening], north [wisdom keeping],
west [
], south [play time] in the Cherokee tradition; the sky nations, the earth

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

2nd Jan Thurs – 12 Kan – the seed, unlimited potential; 12 tone is crystal sound, represents the matrix of
ascension, progress; follow your hunches; we open ourselves to the fertile richness that life offers
3rd Fri – 13 CHICCHAN - the snake energy is huge transformation energy
4th Sat – 1 CIMI - new wave, the creator of worlds; CIMI is a warrior aspect; gift is world bridger between
worlds; we surrender that which is no more.
5th Sun – 2 MANIK – the deer, the healing hand
6th Mon – 3 LAMAT – the stargate, activating
7th Tues – 4 MULUC – another portal day; Muluc the moon: telepathy, wise use of rational mind; follow those
voices you hear; Universal Mind is your Mind
8th Wed – 5 OC – Dog – unconditional love
9th Thurs – 6 CHUEN – 6 is about rhythm; Chuen is about magic and play with our rhythm
Cathy: Quite some time since she has put out a request on behalf of MariettaRobert who has been sponsoring
this program for 12 yeasrs or so;
• ask people how much they value the program on a scale of 1-10.
• She knows people are so faithful and that is why we are still here. If there is a way that people could
give in some small way, it would be such a help.
• MR does much and she sustains the program more or less on her own, and does not ask
• Go to BBS and the paypal account, or call her / e-mail her with some help.
Hard News:

R: Happy New Year! And Tara in Hawai'an!
• It is really 2015 according to the Mayan Calendar; 520 years are missing from the Gregorian calendar!
• The real story is that we are at 0 point; they keep bringing up issues that have to do with the moment we
are in; It is the end of the Grand Cycle which has gone full circle.
• Sometimes the things that are on the edge of things get to the centre – meaning Mother!
• In the midst of this, the sun has flipped its poles again
Mr X, Katherine spoke to Rama today via text:
• all kinds of irons in the fire; the wild card is That Cat!
• They said to him that all is collapsing around the ankles of the 13 families; the stock market had
worst day – it is at 15,254 points, down ??
• it is only empty air: there is no weight behind the figures – the only money there is is with St
Germain
• We are witnessing the most heinous of crimes:
• Edward Snowden is a real American hero; on a global scale, we are in the middle of Goerge
Orwell's
novel 1984; at the same time, Serendipity is the saving grace here
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• They cannot hold the pieces of the shattered story together any longer:
• he sees the continued spin :
• 2.1 million on Obama care website and 3. 3 otherwise in the states – 5.4 million – going exponential
• What she heard on Jan 1: you don't have the son of Malcolm X as a lukewarm medicore President
• you have seen nothing yet! He was Akbar the Great in India, and he is over lit by El Morya
who knows everything like the back of his hand!
• There are many people acting people like they know what is going to happen:
• the Dark Side, the NSA, is monitoring us: 10 years ago, they put technology in phones and
computers: have a phone acess in every phone that was ever made in the last 10 years; every
computer –
• they have the ability to monitor and then they put out updates to a million different sources and
attempt to lure and split the community of Light so people go in every direction, and follow
everything except the truth!
• They are trying to diffuse the energy and make you think that you know what is coming down –
even if they use the general intent of “when”, it is coming from Faction 1 or Faction 2 – both are
intermingled, and both are compromised
• the only one who gets the message is Rama, who is Ashtar's son and has no veil: he came in
because he was mandated
• Sananda has joined the Office of the Cosmic Christ and sits with the Mahdi, the Kalki Maitreya
• Ashtar in training – Rama
• Sananda Kumara – Office of the Cosmic Christ in training
• KOS is taking over the role of Sananda, the Office of the Christ on the planet, in the body
So now we have a connection between Ashtar/Asthar's son; the Office of the Christ [KOS in training] and
the Office of the Cosmic Christ and there is a connection between the 3 of them
THIS MEANS THAT THE PEOPLE HERE ARE LEARNING HOW TO TAKE THEIR ROLES AS
COMMANDERS, EAGLES AND ANGELS
THE BIGGEST THING NOT ALLOWING THIS THING TO HAPPEN IS THAT THE LIGHT WORKERS NOT
GETTING THEIR ACT TOGETHER, AND GETTING THEIR MINDS SPLIT FROM THEIR HEARTS and
running everywhere and nothing about focus.

• George Galloway told Congress a couple of years ago: he told them that the people of the US think they
can run everywhere and do what they want, and you have lost your focus. In England, all the
groups have come together and work with focus.
• We need to focus as one here; the only place we get our info straight from the horse's mouth IS
FROM RAMA – she asks us to come here and listen and ask and discuss and decide what to do.
• When you hear stuff and you think it is going to be this way and it has to do with timing, that is Faction 1
influencing Faction 2! to influence and separate the Light Community. This is a tough thing to
correct because people are out there chasing things, and it takes a while to correct things.
• We are in 2015 – on August 18th of this year, we will be in 2016!
Mr X and kathryn were emphaziing that point; they also said that
• In North Korea, Kim Jong Il is an asset of the CIA, NSA and all the other – the uncle was
executed because he was going towards the light! This is a good example of the influences over
there and the influences happening here.
Kathryn, Mr X sent Rama a text message with Ben Fulfrod's comments and they put comments in a
different colour
[SEE BELOW]
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MR: an article that 2 major newspapers with artcles – a major paper here and one in London: people
beginning to feel about Snowden as a hero.
T: Daniel Ellsberg said Snowden did not commit a crime; he does not need a pardon!
• What is not being acknowledged is a big dieal!
• The higher law is that as you discover the enemy within or without, you have discovered traitors
and you are obligated to speak truth to power; otherwise, you are a traitor too: he did NOT commit
a crime!
• The whole thing has to go down; there is no salvaging what is here, and this is the reason there
will be no dinar paid out; Christine Legarde, a male lizard guilty of extortion and other crimes in
France, is one of theirs and she will and is committed to giving money to people in key positions
and killing them later. This is what she does.
• We are going deeper and we are going into a spiritual transformation
• We are in a super moon, don't know how long since we have had a super moon • “Super moon” did not come from astronomy, used to be called “perigree” - a new moon or full
moon that occurs with the moon at or near its closest apporach to earth, – 224,850 miles close to
the earth as measured from the centres of the moon and the earth.
• Jan 1 New moon in Capricorn conjunct Pluto: An earth moon heralding changes for the earth on
the material level
[from http://Mysticmama.com – see below]
Stephanie Miller this morning: you don't get to be the head of Forbes Magazine for 8 years and not get
invited to sit in the pocket of Jamie Dimon, David Cameron or Goerge Osborne, and not get some
payback – this was on the subject of Ben Fulford
Reading: Benjamin Fulford - December 30, 2013: For the Zionists, 2013 was like 1944 was to the Nazis
[SEE BELOW]
Blue is from Mr X and Kathryn
[commentary from T & R]

Looking back at the events of 2013, it is clear the fascist Zionist forces have been severely
battered and purged. If we continue on the offensive, the human species can be finally freed
from their murderous slavery in 2014.
The year 2012 ended and the year 2013 started with a purge of Nazi/Zionist elements in the US
military. The Bush/Nazi/Zionist faction in the military had been planning to sink 3 US aircraft
carriers in the Persian Gulf, blame it on Iran and start World War III, according to multiple
sources. [absolutely true to this point] Instead fascists like David Petraeus, Rear Admiral Charles
Gauoette and General Carter Ham were removed as part of a purge of over 200 senior US
military officers. [this did happen: there are stories that they got let go because pensions were cut; also
stories of generals so angry at Obama there are coups, major confrontations agains the C-in0 – angry people
out there; also has to do with wherever they want to change the story of their own crimes, they do it over time
until you believe it. Brings up the 92 page document called The Great American Adventure: blame it all on
Obama – HE DID NOT DO IT. He has the galactics are at his back; they have been part of the US military since
1945] The CIA , NSA and other alphabet agencies experienced similar purges of Zionist agents.
Fascists like Michael Hayden [he was part of the murder team along with Petraeus, John Brennan, Chris
Dodd, who murdered Michael Hastings and Erin Swartz who went after PIPA and SOFA, Faction 1's control of
the internet], Paul Wolfowitz [PINAC] Michael Chertoff [demon in a body, one who put the scanning
equipment in the airports] and all the other main architects of the 911, 2001 fascist coup d’etat in

the US have now been removed from power.
Not all are gone, Nevertheless, We feel that as it stays gradual, the pace of positive news is
moving to increase dramatically — and at some point there will be that “Moment of Truth” that
we’ve all been waiting for, announcements... [behind the scenes: the sooner people get behind the one
story, the better and getting involved & getting the story out]
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Also, we can confirm from government sources in Washington that underground bunkers the elite
had prepared to hide in during their planned World War III have either been seized or destroyed.
Yes, they have NO Where to go & that is the $64,000 question that is in the Magick of the moment,
Extraordinary Displacements of the temporal "Time Portals" opens the Stargates to bring in the
Quintillions of Craft to stop them NOW! [and there is more than quintillions in the back up funds!]

Then in Rome in February and March, Nazi Pope Maledict was told to either resign or be killed,
paving the way for the genuine Christian Pope Francis to start cleaning up the Catholic
Church. [you cannot clean up the Catholic church any more than you can clean up the financial system – the
vatican bank was THE money-laundering bank of money-laundering banks!] Francis has now removed
Vatican secret power broker Cardinal Tarcision Bertone, paving the way for the Vatican bank
and the Catholic Church to refocus their energies from creating a fascist world government to
helping the poor and the weak.
The false circus is Already in flames... Arrest the War Criminal! [Francis is responsible for murdering
babies in South America.]

After these purges, the fascists tried a counter-attack with a big push to start World War III in
Syria. The push included an Israeli nuclear attack on Syria [this was planned, but they didn't get to do
it], an attempt to frame the Syrian government with a Sarin gas attack and a hysterical Zionist
war mongering media campaign. [Mr McCain, Bandar Bush, King Abdullah of Syria, Netanyahu did it] The
Pentagon and Russia put a stop to that,[ hysterical war mongering media attack] with them
threatening at one point to declare war on France to prevent an attack on Syria. [France made
Syria a colony in the 20s; they wanted to go in.]

All USA, The geat Satan, saudi arabia, our black ops, blackwater, dia, fbi, c-a... Bought
Senators & Congress Critters, Lobbyists... [this group did it – McCain, Bandar Bush, Netanyahu, King
Abdullah were all lackies for this bunch]

Then in Egypt, the Nazi Muslim Brotherhood government, empowerd through fraud, was removed
by the military, backed by Egyptian public opinion. A fascist plot to create an oil crisis by closing
the Suez Canal was thus prevented.

with our black ops who funded these groups... [black ops would not want the Suez Canal to be closed
because they need the fossil fuel system to keep going too. This is why they are so upset on so many levels that
the war on drugs failed because their money had dried up. Also when Colorado state gets in the black with
legalizing hemp, things will change in many ways – can grow hemp to use for all kinds of things. New Mexico will
be going legal next]

The Zionist plot to start World War III in the Middle East was dealt another massive blow when the
United States Government decided to make friends with Iran. For over 30 years the Zionist media
has been hysterically screaming “we must attack Iran because they will have nuclear weapons
within a few weeks” Now, this mind numbing charade has been ended.
Iran has 12 NUKES! They are deactivated, [the nukes were deactivated a long time ago; Iran built them
because they knew how; it has been a dog and pony show with the ayatollah]
ALL LIES! Kerry, boys in black with the sabbatian khazar, benny, & our black ops are pushing for
more sanctions, not gonna happen! [Benny - Netanyahu]

Instead Iranian and US forces are now working together to fight Zionist/Salafist terrorists in
Iraq and elsewhere, according to Mossad linked site DEBKA.
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this is our secret forces who are between a rock & a BIG LION, they are a bit split, cause of the
2% who are still loyal to the nazi's [always back to us!]
http://www.debka.com/article/23558/US-and-Iran%E2%80%99s-First-Joint-Military-VentureFighting-al-Qaeda-in-Iraq
In Asia as well, the fascists and their allies have experienced many defeats. The network of
Chinese allies built by George Bush Sr. and his brother Prescott, created with illegal transfers
of US military technology and bribes of Iraqi oil, is being quietly dismantled by Xi Jinping and
his colleagues.
yes & the galactics behind the curtain to make it so... [T knew there was something good going on
behind the scenes when the Chinese made an appearance at the Citizens Disclosure event – they are way
ahead of the US – have been in contact with Ets for a long time]

In North Korea too, the network that helped the fascists with their 311 nuclear and tsunami
terror attack against Japan has been purged following the execution of North Korean number 2
power broker Jang Song Thaek and the removal of his allies.
all cia black ops & other agencies vying for control of this country...
The cabal is also reeling in their European stronghold.
In the UK, the British Parliament forced cabal poodle David Cameron to stop his planned attack
on Syria. This is part of an overall move in the UK to fight back against handing over British
sovereignty to the unelected fascist EU regime. That counter-attack with continue in 2014.
There are good folks in MI5,6 who are nailing cameron & osborne for hsbc, jpmorgan
fannie/freddie, goldman/sachs, any second u will see the cuffs!
In France, the regime of Francois Hollande continues to be a fascist cabal stronghold doing
things like stealing gold from Mali to help the banksters and trying to prop up the Saudi
absolutist slave regime. However, there are signs of civil war in France aimed at removing the
Zionists there (in French):
Francois Hollande & Sarcozy are being charged with fraud, child trafficking, drugs, arms,
$$ laundering & MURDER!
[this came in when talking with Glenn Greenwald and Ray McGovern,
and Karen Hudes formerly of the World Bank who handed over tens of thousands of pages on the corrupt history
of the World Bank and the IMF, with specific focus on Christine Lagarde, a 50' male dragon who is responsible
from the murder of Irish, English, and other children and she got them via Dominique Strauss Kahnn]

http://lecitoyenengage.fr/vers-la-guerre-civile-en-france-4891
In Germany, the Merkel regime, while still pushing for greater Germany and EU unity, has also
consistently avoided war mongering in the Middle East or elsewhere. Germany is also moving
closer to Russia and further from France.
Putin will get merkel to come to world court!

[Putin is working hard behind the scenes; Putin, Obama,
President XI have been working together for almost 2 years to get NESARA announced.]

The recent EU attempt to take over the Ukraine failed this year and instead Putin is now on the
offensive in Eastern Europe, offering oil and gas in exchange for partnership. With the failure
of the attempt to take over Syria by the fascist Saudis and their Zionist allies, and with the
installation of a pro-Russian regime in Egypt, Russia in 2013 became undeniably the chief
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power broker in the Middle East. That means Russia is now in a position to take over the
battered but still almighty petrodollar.
However, there is still a lot to be done before the fascist Zionists are permanently removed
from power.
Yes, it's called free energy... As the light waves go up, they go down... [the power of the people is to
choose to move into that category, get involved and say they want free energy]

Most notably, their agents Mario Draghi,[ head of Eurprean Central bank and former nazi family
member]Janet Yellen and Haruhiko Kuroda [Japan's big boy] still sit illegally perched atop the
Euro, US Dollar and Yen debt slavery system. Their slave politicians thus remain in power in
Washington, Tokyo, London, France and Israel.
all are in the moment for round up... keep looking up!
Also, in Japan the Zionist Council of Foreign Relations was able to stage a rigged election and
install low IQ, Zionist warmongering slave Shinzo Abe into power as dictator in Japan. Abe
continues to hand over Japanese wealth to his Zionists masters and follows their instructions
to provoke Japan’s Asian neighbours. For example, by refusing to restart Japan’s nuclear
reactors, he hands over $100 billion a day to the Zionist Nazis and thus allows them to stave
off bankruptcy. Abe is also personally buying all sort of property around Tokyo with bribe
money from his Zionist puppet masters. He needs to be removed.
The truth is being told about the galactics zapping the rads[radioactive particulates], so we can
have raidiation free oceans, land, people, plants, all life forms right now... the folks from Tau
Ceti [intergalactics here to help mitigate nuclear radiation; about 25 light years in the Milky Way galaxy] are
using tech right now & the media was told, as you talk about it, u go to jail for 10 yrs!! [Nicole
Sandler told Rama they could not talk about Fukishima or 9/11 – jail for 10 years if they do]

Defense Minister of Canada Announces On TV News That Aliens Are Here To Help Humanity,
Dec 30, 2013
http://missiongalacticfreedom.wordpress.com/2013/12/27/defense-minister-of-canadaannounces-on-tv-news-that-aliens-are-here-to-help-humanity-dec-30-2013/
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Well Well… My belief is, We are being prepared for DISCLOSURE
Slow & Steady this is Finally Coming into the OPEN… PAUL Reminds me of the Alien from the
Movie PAUL, i really loved the Movie and i Love u PAUL Hellyer for having the GUTS to speak
the TRUTH..………. GH
Date of Video: December 30, 2013
Star Witness: Defense Minister of Canada, Paul Hellyer
Source: http://rt.com/shows/sophieco/сanada-minister-defense-ufo-959/
RT News States: He was Canadian Minister of Defense in 1960s, ruling over the country’s armed
forces during the time of the Cold War – and when he retired he publicly stated that we are not alone
in the universe, and some guests from outer space actually live here, on planet Earth. Is this fantasy?
Is someone actually watching us? Today we ask the man who says UFOs are a serious business –
Paul Hellyer. [R said that people know now they could be walking in the West Wing beside an ET in human
form – they are everywhere on the planet!]

Furthermore, the Zionists still sit atop most of the West’s major commercial media companies
and are thus able to continue spewing out mind numbing propaganda. They are also still
capable of carrying out both fake (Boston bombing) and real (last week’s bus bombings in
Russia) terror attacks.
all our blacks ops, agencies...
So, in 2014 we need to remove them from these last bastions of power and influence. One
likely move to devastate them would be an attack on Saudi Arabia. Last August Saudi Prince
Bandar [Bush] bin Sultan told Vladimir Putin that “I can give you a guarantee to protect the
Winter Olympics next year. The Chechen groups that threaten the security of the games are
controlled by us.”.
Now that terrorist attacks have taken place in Russia with the bus bombings in Volvograd
(formerly Stalingrad), Putin has the right under international law to attack Saudi Arabia. The
Pentagon may join in that attack because it is now clear the Saudi regime worked hand in
glove with the Bush Nazis to stage the 911 mass murder and terror attack in New York.
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all is being told that 911 was done by bush/clinton crime family
So, we can expect a take-down of that vile regime in 2014. This will remove the main remaining
real (as opposed to fraudulent) source of money for the fascists.
The other thing that will be necessary to permanently finish of the fascists will be a move to
normalize, tax and regulate the narcotic drug industry for the sake of human health and safety.
Doing so will end a $2.5 trillion annual flow of money to criminal enterprises.
President Obama will also have to show he is the real deal by ending the death spiral of the US
economy. He can do this easily by treating the current US dollar as a foreign currency and
issuing US government money instead of Federal Reserve Board debt instruments.
He will announce the Reformation Act per his call, not anyone else!!!
No faction 1 or 2... Only The Forces of Light within the Office of the Christ!
This issue has been camouflaged by years with occultism, obscurantism, complex
mathematics etc. but is actually very simple. As things stand now, the family mafia that owns
the Federal Reserve Board creates say $100 out of nothing and lends it to the government and
the people. So, they give you a $100 and you pay back $110. Even at zero interest as we have in
some places now, they give you $100 and you have to pay back $100.
With a government issued currency, they give you $100 and you keep it. End of story. Of
course, if the government goes haywire and issues too much money, you will get inflation. [the
word “governement” is so misused and abused. In the beginning, “government” was equal to “we the people” In
the beginning, it was the “We the People Document” not the “constitution” Now we have a fascist
corporatocracy” ]That is why if you want to spend money on beer or babes or other such things,

you will have to work to earn it. However, government money can pay for things like public
works, food stamps, education, health care and the military without the need for either taxes or
debt.
The international US dollar payments system can continue independently of the United States
if the other nations of the world, especially the BRICS nations, support it.
Bitcoin is elusive, so the darkside can't track it.... Figure out how to use bit coin now!
[the gov't makes money by selling bonds; as we disappear from the fake, secret gov't and use bitcoin, they have
no money – and they do not like this idea. Talks about learning how to use bit coin; there are total activists
working with the native people and getting after what the Keystone pipeline is doing to their land. Lots of people,
companies, non-profit agencies using bit coin to do global peace projects. Stacy Herbert and Richard Wolffe said
that bit coin is connected to the global peace pools , in same venue as NESARA; trust of St Germain and St
Francis of Assisi for the Children of the Earth – THE ST GERMAIN TRUST IS A FAKE NAME.]]

Finally, the wish for so many people of the world is to see the mass murderers who have acted
with impunity all these years arrested, put in handcuffs and perp walked in front of the world’s
TV cameras to let everybody understand the nightmare is finally over.
Anytime Mr.19.5 Degrees, will give us a cosmic lesson in how it's done, according to
The Capt. & The Admiral's call; they have the final word/wag of the finger!
Also, in 2014 the introduction of new energy sources, life extension, life enhancement and
other new wonders will continue to gain momentum. Future historians, looking back, will
remember 2013 as the dawn of a new age for humanity and all the creatures of the planet.
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Source: http://benjaminfulford.net/2013/12/31/for-the-zionists-2013-was-like- 1944-was-to-the-nazis/
************
Judy Beebe will be guest on Stargate RoundTable on January 9; she will be announcing new
technologies on this program!!!

Reading: Something T heard on The Stream: Ideas for the year 2014
• Follow your heart and your dreams, and do more ot it this year.
• Show people you love that you love them, and do more of it this year.
• Do something to help somebody else, just to help them, and do more of it this year.
We are making NESARA real now, by meeting like this.
MR:

• Judy Beebe will be with us next week and announcing things on this program.
• MR does transformational clearings by phone, so can work with people all round the world – and
she does! Starting this month, will give free clearings to those with birthdays in the month.
• Repeats how to contact the program and herself with our thoughts, ideas, suggestions

T: two great things happened on Jan 1
• Lyn Stewart was released from Prison; 74 years, dying of breast cancer; the black ops tried to
accuse her of providing material support to the Sheik she represented in court
• the application was put in at 10 am, by 2 pm, she was on the plane to NYC
• we need to support her to recover her health
• she is going to work for women and for her fellow prisoners
• Bill Clinton was swearing in Bill de Blasio: first time in 20 years there has been a Democratic
mayor in NYC, and that Clinton swore him in!
• Bill is a giant in size as well as spiritual man in the city which is the head of the secret
government.
Caller: Dec 16 when the leaders were in Africa – did they go to the temple?
• Do they know anything about the pyramid found in Cuba?
R: when they were in Africa, they probably did go to that sun temple; has to do with the return of Mother
Zudiacus; Nelson Mandela's dream was about the freedom that this continent brings in: it was the
place where Mother's people landed eons ago.
• Pyramid off coast of Cuba has to do with the rising of Atlantis: it is just one of many that is known about it is pretty much the Atlantean signature:
• There were 5 contintents of Atlantis: the whole Atlantic was full of land
• In the NE section off Antarctica,1.5 miles below the ice is another city
• One off Great Britain, claimed by the Basques
• One off Spain
• One off southern most tip of Greece
• One off Crest-on – Dr Sam talked of it
• Another one off New Orleans on the floor of the ocean; the reason for the oil spikk: only way to
cover it up
• The pyramids are healing temples; spherical buildings are for living and growing food
R: Lenny Horowitz and his wife are working with the 528Htz sound frequencies to transform and transfigure
the yuck in the Gulf, and it is working.
• Kevin Costner also working with this & some kind of technology as well to transform the water in
the Gulf
T: It's not about the fact that we don't have the technology; we do! It is about what is right in front of our
nose.
R: as things are freed up on the planet, all the free energies about sound, colour and light
• we can boil water with sound; also with your consciousness if you want
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T: the idea of Ubuntu contributionism – she reads Michael Tellinger's intro – 2005
www.michaeltellinger.com – he put the information together – 305 page document
Zulu Planet publishers
[SEE BELOW]
“we cannot be human all by ourselves”
“ we are connected and what we do affects the whole world”
Bishop Desmond Tutu
Reading: latest from Dr Keshe
The Fukushima situation has to be resolved now and not in the future and through a different
channel than TEPCO.
[SEE BELOW]
T: Abe is refusing to deal with Keshe Fdn because he is a Nazi!
http://forum.keshefoundation.org/forum/environment-agriculture/30360-give-the-cesium-back-to-the-plantin-fukushima
NOTE: SEE BELOW FOR INFORMATION ON A HOMEOPATHIC WHICH DETOXES THE BODY OF
RADIATION. IT IS AVAILABLE FROM GLOBAL LIGHT NETWORK.
http://www.globallight.net/
Cost: $32 for 1 oz - it lasts for a while, as it is not taken continuously; instructions for use included.
Reading:
Happy NEW MOON in Capricorn January 1st 2014 (SuperMoon)!
[SEE BELOW]
T: Capricorn; the climber inspired by the highest goals, new footing, master of having your footing, climbing to
highest road; climbing the highest road is NESARA!
Closing:
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
Benjamin Fulford - December 30, 2013: For the Zionists, 2013 was like 1944 was to the Nazis
Looking back at the events of 2013, it is clear the fascist Zionist forces have been severely battered and
purged. If we continue on the offensive, the human species can be finally freed from their murderous
slavery in 2014.
The year 2012 ended and the year 2013 started with a purge of Nazi/Zionist elements in the US military.
The Bush/Nazi/Zionist faction in the military had been planning to sink 3 US aircraft carriers in the
Persian Gulf, blame it on Iran and start World War III, according to multiple sources. Instead fascists like
David Petraeus, Rear Admiral Charles Gauoette and General Carter Ham were removed as part of a
purge of over 200 senior US military officers. The CIA , NSA and other alphabet agencies experienced
similar purges of Zionist agents. Fascists like Michael Hayden, Paul Wolfowitz, Michael Chertoff and all
the other main architects of the 911, 2001 fascist coup d’etat in the US have now been removed from
power.
Not all are gone, Nevertheless, We feel that as it stays gradual, the pace of positive news is moving to
increase dramatically — and at some point there will be that “Moment of Truth” that we’ve all been
waiting for, announcments...
Also, we can confirm from government sources in Washington that underground bunkers the elite had
prepared to hide in during their planned World War III have either been seized or destroyed.
Yes, they have NO Where to go & that is the $64,000 question that is in the Magick of the moment,
Extraordinary Displacements of the temporal "Time Portals" opens the Stargates to bring in the
Quintillions of Craft to stop them NOW!
Then in Rome in February and March, Nazi Pope Maledict was told to either resign or be killed, paving
the way for the genuine Christian Pope Francis to start cleaning up the Catholic Church. Francis has
now removed Vatican secret power broker Cardinal Tarcision Bertone, paving the way for the Vatican
bank and the Catholic Church to refocus their energies from creating a fascist world government to
helping the poor and the weak.
The false circus is Already in flames... Arrest the War Criminal!
After these purges, the fascists tried a counter-attack with a big push to start World War III in Syria. The
push included an Israeli nuclear attack on Syria, an attempt to frame the Syrian government with a Sarin
gas attack and a hysterical Zionist war mongering media campaign. The Pentagon and Russia put a stop
to that, with them threatening at one point to declare war on France to prevent an attack on Syria.
All USA, The geat Satan, saudi arabia, our black ops, blackwater, dia, fbi, c-a... Bought Senators &
Congress Critters, Lobbyists...
Then in Egypt, the Nazi Muslim Brotherhood government, empowerd through fraud, was removed by the
military, backed by Egyptian public opinion. A fascist plot to create an oil crisis by closing the Suez
Canal was thus prevented.
with our black ops who funded these groups...
The Zionist plot to start World War III in the Middle East was dealt another massive blow when the United
States Government decided to make friends with Iran. For over 30 years the Zionist media has been
hysterically screaming “we must attack Iran because they will have nuclear weapons within a few
weeks” Now, this mind numbing charade has been ended.
Iran has 12 NUKES! They are deactivated,
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ALL LIES! Kerry, boys in black with the sabbatian khazar, benny, & our black ops are pushing for more
sanctions, not gonna happen!
Instead Iranian and US forces are now working together to fight Zionist/Salafist terrorists in Iraq and
elsewhere, according to Mossad linked site DEBKA.
this is our secret forces who are between a rock & a BIG LION, they are a bit split, cause of the 2% who
are still loyal to the nazi's
http://www.debka.com/article/23558/US-and-Iran%E2%80%99s-First-Joint-Military-Venture-Fighting-alQaeda-in-Iraq
In Asia as well, the fascists and their allies have experienced many defeats. The network of Chinese
allies built by George Bush Sr. and his brother Prescott, created with illegal transfers of US military
technology and bribes of Iraqi oil, is being quietly dismantled by Xi Jinping and his colleagues.
yes & the galactic's behind the curtain to make it so...
In North Korea too, the network that helped the fascists with their 311 nuclear and tsunami terror attack
against Japan has been purged following the execution of North Korean number 2 power broker Jang
Song Thaek and the removal of his allies.
all cia black ops & other agencies vying for control of this country...
The cabal is also reeling in their European stronghold.
In the UK, the British Parliament forced cabal poodle David Cameron to stop his planned attack on Syria.
This is part of an overall move in the UK to fight back against handing over British sovereignty to the
unelected fascist EU regime. That counter-attack with continue in 2014.
There are good folks in mi5,6 who are nailing cameron & osborne for hsbc, jpmorgan
fannie/freddie, goldman/sachs, any second u will see the cuffs!
In France, the regime of Francois Hollande continues to be a fascist cabal stronghold doing things like
stealing gold from Mali to help the banksters and trying to prop up the Saudi absolutist slave regime.
However, there are signs of civil war in France aimed at removing the Zionists there (in French):
Francois Hollande & sarcozy are being charged with fraud, child trafficking, drugs, arms,
$$ laundering & MURDER!
http://lecitoyenengage.fr/vers-la-guerre-civile-en-france-4891
In Germany, the Merkel regime, while still pushing for greater Germany and EU unity, has also
consistently avoided war mongering in the Middle East or elsewhere. Germany is also moving closer to
Russia and further from France.
Putin will get merkel to come to world court!
The recent EU attempt to take over the Ukraine failed this year and instead Putin is now on the offensive
in Eastern Europe, offering oil and gas in exchange for partnership. With the failure of the attempt to
take over Syria by the fascist Saudis and their Zionist allies, and with the installation of a pro-Russian
regime in Egypt, Russia in 2013 became undeniably the chief power broker in the Middle East. That
means Russia is now in a position to take over the battered but still almighty petrodollar.
However, there is still a lot to be done before the fascist Zionists are permanently removed from power.
Yes, it's called free energy... As the light waves go up, they go down...
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Most notably, their agents Mario Draghi, Janet Yellen and Haruhiko Kuroda still sit illegally perched atop
the Euro, US Dollar and Yen debt slavery system. Their slave politicians thus remain in power in
Washington, Tokyo, London, France and Israel.
all are in the moment for round up... keep looking up!
Also, in Japan the Zionist Council of Foreign Relations was able to stage a rigged election and install
low IQ, Zionist warmongering slave Shinzo Abe into power as dictator in Japan. Abe continues to hand
over Japanese wealth to his Zionists masters and follows their instructions to provoke Japan’s Asian
neighbours. For example, by refusing to restart Japan’s nuclear reactors he hands over $100 billion a
day to the Zionist Nazis and thus allows them to stave off bankruptcy. Abe is also personally buying all
sort of property around Tokyo with bribe money from his Zionist puppet masters. He needs to be
removed.
The truth is being told about the galactics zapping the rads, so we can have raidiation free oceans, land,
people, plants, all life forms right now... the folks from Tau Ceti are using tech right now & the media was
told, as you talk about it, u go to jail for 10 yrs!!
Defense Minister of Canada Announces On TV News That Aliens Are Here To Help Humanity, Dec
30, 2013
http://missiongalacticfreedom.wordpress.com/2013/12/27/defense-minister-of-canada-announces-on-tvnews-that-aliens-are-here-to-help-humanity-dec-30-2013/

Well Well… My belief is, We are being prepared for DISCLOSURE
Slow & Steady this is Finally Coming into the OPEN… PAUL Reminds me of the Alien from the Movie
PAUL, i really loved the Movie and i Love u PAUL Hellyer for having the GUTS to speak the TRUTH..
………. GH
Date of Video: December 30, 2013
Star Witness: Defense Minister of Canada, Paul Hellyer
Source: http://rt.com/shows/sophieco/сanada-minister-defense-ufo-959/
RT News States: He was Canadian Minister of Defense in 1960s, ruling over the country’s armed forces during
the time of the Cold War – and when he retired he publicly stated that we are not alone in the universe, and
some guests from outer space actually live here, on planet Earth. Is this fantasy? Is someone actually watching
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us? Today we ask the man who says UFOs are a serious business – Paul Hellyer.
Furthermore, the Zionists still sit atop most of the West’s major commercial media companies and are
thus able to continue spewing out mind numbing propaganda. They are also still capable of carrying out
both fake (Boston bombing) and real (last week’s bus bombings in Russia) terror attacks.
all our blacks ops, agencies...
So, in 2014 we need to remove them from these last bastions of power and influence. One likely move to
devastate them would be an attack on Saudi Arabia. Last August Saudi Prince Bandar bin Sultan told
Vladimir Putin that “I can give you a guarantee to protect the Winter Olympics next year. The Chechen
groups that threaten the security of the games are controlled by us.”.
Now that terrorist attacks have taken place in Russia with the bus bombings in Volvograd (formerly
Stalingrad), Putin has the right under international law to attack Saudi Arabia. The Pentagon may join in
that attack because it is now clear the Saudi regime worked hand in glove with the Bush Nazis to stage
the 911 mass murder and terror attack in New York.
all is being told that 911 was done by bush/clinton crime family
So, we can expect a take-down of that vile regime in 2014. This will remove the main remaining real (as
opposed to fraudulent) source of money for the fascists.
The other thing that will be necessary to permanently finish of the fascists will be a move to normalize,
tax and regulate the narcotic drug industry for the sake of human health and safety. Doing so will end a
$2.5 trillion annual flow of money to criminal enterprises.
President Obama will also have to show he is the real deal by ending the death spiral of the US
economy. He can do this easily by treating the current US dollar as a foreign currency and issuing US
government money instead of Federal Reserve Board debt
instruments.
He will announce the Reformation Act per his call, not anyone else!!!
No faction 1 or 2... Only The Forces of Light within the Office of the Christ!
This issue has been camouflaged by years with occultism, obscurantism, complex mathematics etc. but
is actually very simple. As things stand now the family mafia that owns the Federal Reserve Board
creates say $100 out of nothing and lends it to the government and the people. So, they give you a $100
and you pay back $110. Even at zero interest as we have in some places now, they give you $100 and
you have to pay back $100.
With a government issued currency, they give you $100 and you keep it. End of story. Of course if the
government goes haywire and issues too much money, you will get inflation. That is why if you want to
spend money on beer or babes or other such things, you will have to work to earn it. However,
government money can pay for things like public works, food stamps, education, health care and the
military without the need for either taxes or debt.
The international US dollar payments system can continue independently of the United States if the
other nations of the world, especially the BRICS nations, support it.
Bitcoin is elusive, so the darkside can't track it.... Figure out how to use bit coin now!
Finally, the wish for so many people of the world is to see the mass murderers who have acted with
impunity all these years arrested, put in handcuffs and perp walked in front of the world’s TV cameras to
let everybody understand the nightmare is finally over.
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Anytime Mr.19.5 Degrees, will give us a cosmic lesson in how it's done, according to
The Capt. & The Admiral's call; they have the final word/wag of the finger!
Also, in 2014 the introduction of new energy sources, life extension, life enhancement and other new
wonders will continue to gain momentum. Future historians, looking back, will remember 2013 as the
dawn of a new age for humanity and all the creatures of the planet.
Source:
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UBUNTU Contributionism

Please visit www.ubuntuparty.org.za

A BLUEPRINT FOR A NEW SOCIAL STRUCTURE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIo2etWlnDM&feature=player_embedded
Michael Tellinger presents the philosophy of UBUNTU Contributionism in Durban South Africa on the 3rd Nov
2012. A Blueprint For a New Social Stucture – What do we do when the global economy collapses? What do we
do when the banks close down? We have to consider a brand new social structure – something that we have
never tried as the human race. The UBUNTU Liberation Movement and Political party are active in South Africa
and are supported by thousands of people around the world. Michael Tellinger is involved in several legal cases
against the unlawful activity of the banks in South Africa – the UBUNTU Party is the platform to take this
information to the people of the world. Join the UBUNTU Movement and support us with small donations if you
can to keep us alive and effective – http://www.ubuntuparty.org.za

UBUNTU – Contribution System
“Let each citizen contribute their natural talents or acquired skills to the greater
benefit of all in the community.” Michael Tellinger.
•
•
•
•

Read the manifesto in German
The rights of all citizens in Tswana
Read the new freedom charter
Michael Tellinger Contributionism video clips
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Outline & Manifesto
Every socio-political system we have ever had as the human race has failed us dramatically. South Africa, like
the rest of the world, is now sitting on the verge of complete and devastating financial meltdown with
catastrophic results for its people. The South African economy and natural recourses have been plundered by
reckless and ignorant politicians, with no remorse or any real accountability to its citizens.
There is no possible remedy for the current crisis. Anyone who has done some research into the global financial
structures will know that there is no possibility of a happy outcome to the money-driven, consumer-capitalist
system that we have all been lured into by our leaders.
South Africa is one of the wealthiest countries of the world. Every person should have everything they wish for.
And yet we have more poverty, more homelessness, more hunger, more crime, more disease, more despair, more
anarchy and unhappiness than ever before in our history. This situation cannot continue without an eventual
bloody revolution.
But this can also be prevented. They say that history has taught us nothing. Well - this is the time when we
finally have to learn from history and choose a completely new course.
This potentially catastrophic situation presents us with a shining opportunity to consciously change our course
and secure our destiny as the human race and the people of South Africa.
This document presents the very basic foundation of a new social structure to take us into a new era of real
freedom, real prosperity and real control of our destiny as the people of South Africa.
To achieve this will require a complete change of thinking and a paradigm shift by the ordinary citizens of the
land in our approach to our own destiny. It will require taking back the power from the politicians and the
governments they have created, with their complex legal systems, to protect their own interests and the agendas
of the large multinational corporations that support them.
The launching of the UBUNTU CONTRIBUTION SYSTEMas a new social structure in South Africa, is the
result of six years of research and planning by numerous participants who can no longer tolerate the absolute
abuse of the good, honest citizens of South Africa and the raping of our land by a group of political elite who
have unlawfully assumed ownership of it all.
It is now blatantly clear that the politicians and large corporations have stolen the country from its people – it’s
time to take it back. Africa was once GREAT – let us make her GREAT again.

African Roots
In many ways the UBUNTU CONTRIBUTION SYSTEM (UCS) is loosely based on the ancient tribal structures
of the African people and other native tribes of the world. For thousands of years the native people of the world
lived in close tribal communities, in harmony with mother Earth.
Our society has been segregated and separated on so many levels that we hardly understand the word unity any
more. UCS will allow people to reconstitute a unified society consisting of smaller harmonious communities.
UCS will restore this harmonious balance between the people and the Earth providing abundance for all, because
it is an environment which allows its citizens to all contribute their natural talents and acquired skills to the
greater benefit all the people in the community. This applies to all areas of our society; science, technology,
agriculture, manufacture, health, education, housing, and all other areas not financially viable under the present
economic system.
To begin this journey of transformation, we need to be reminded of our inalienable rights as the citizens of South
Africa. It is ironic that these so-called new ideas are almost word for word the principles of the Freedom Charter
for which many South Africans have died in past 100 years. Today, this call for rights is no longer applicable to a
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sector of our population, but a unified call by all its citizens who have been denied freedom and dignity.
WE are the CUSTODIANS of the planet - but to protect it, we have to take it back from the unlawful
governments that have claimed ownership - under the control of corporations who are raping and destroying
OUR EARTH.

Our Inalienable Rights – The Rights of all Citizens
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The country belongs to its people
The land belongs to its people
The water belongs to the people
The forests belong to the people
The rivers and lakes belong to the people
The gold, the platinum, diamonds, chrome, copper, iron, uranium, tin, aluminium, and all other minerals
in the ground belong to the people
7. The coal belongs to the people
8. The air and the airwaves belong to the people
9. Everything that grows on the land belongs to the people
10.The beaches, the mountains and the skies above belong to the people
11.The wild animals do not belong to us or anyone else, they belong to the planet and we are their
custodians and protectors
These things DO NOT belong to the politicians, the government, or any corporation who has unlawfully claimed
exclusive rights over it.

The government has stolen the country from its people. We, the people need to take it back.

Transformation
Transformation to the UBUNTU CONTRIBUTION SYSTEM cannot happen in one step. It can only be
introduced in a number of phases or small steps to allow people to acclimatise to the brand new way of life and
the freedom that comes with implementing the new structures. These will be highly liberating and exciting times
with limitless possibilities for everyone.
The first phase will be the slow and steady decentralisations of the urban metropolitan jungles that have evolve
as a result of the chase for money. The repopulation of the many smaller towns and villages across South Africa
will be the first objective. Strong rural and farming communities with a variety of privileges will provide the
platform for all future steps.
This boosting of these communities will be accompanied by the first wave of freedoms previously denied.

First Freedoms
To recognise these freedoms let’s remind ourselves of some of our inalienable rights. If the land
belongs to the people, the rivers and the coal in the ground belongs to the people, why are we paying
for these? All rural towns and farming communities will have the following freedoms.
FREE ELECTRICITY
FREE WATER
FREE HOUSING
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Medium term – FREE FOOD
All possible support will be given to the farmers to produce as much organic food as possible for their
own community and other communities in their area. The objective is for each community to be able to
provide all the food necessary for their own needs.
The ultimate objective is not only to provide free food, but to slowly move towards the complete
eradication of money from the system. Some people may find this a shocking and impossible reality.
Once again, all negative sentiments about these plans are based on thousands of years of indoctrination
by those who control the supply and flow of money.

The Needs of Society
What do we need as individuals and communities? The answer has been the same for thousands of years. Food,
love, shelter, health, education, arts, culture, science, technology, energy, clothing, tables, chairs, books, boots,
hats, and much of all the other stuff we have today. What we do NOT need is money. Money has been created as
tool of enslavement to control the availability of all these things, most of the time denying people of most of
them.

Money
Most people are under the incorrect assumption that money is the consequence of human evolution and
thousands of years of barter and trade. As hard as this may be for some people to accept, that is an incorrect
assumption. Meticulous scrutiny of our human history shows very clearly that money was introduced several
thousand years ago, by a small group of royal political elites as the supreme tool of enslavement of the masses.
Since the very first introduction of money this small group of very powerful individuals have controlled the
printing and supply of money, and thereby control the activities on planet Earth.
•
•
•
•
•

Money is the obstacle to all progress and the cause of all misery on Earth.
Money is the major contributing factor to the gross separation and segregation in society.
Money is the cause of 99% of crime.
Money causes families to fall apart.
Money is the driving force behind ego, gluttony, jealousy, greed, envy and all the ugliest aspects of
humanity.

The solution is quite clear. REMOVE the problem.
Remove MONEY from society.

Conclusion
• The UBUNTU CONTRIBUTION SYSTEM is a blueprint for a new social structure in which everyone
is absolutely free and equal.
• A society that functions without the concept of money, any form of barter or trade, or the attachment of
value to material things.
• A culture where each individual is encouraged to follow their passion and contributes their natural
talents or acquired skills to the greater benefit of all the people in the community and society at large.
• A society with a new set of laws based on the needs of the people where everything is provided freely to
everyone who contributes.
• A society which promotes the highest levels of scientific and technological progress.
• A society in which arts and culture flourishes allowing people to experience life to the fullest.
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• A society in which spiritual growth of its citizens through the explosion of arts and culture will allow the
rapid rise of consciousness to fully embrace the concepts on unity.
• The system provides unimaginable abundance of all things on all levels, impossible to imagine by those
trapped in the capitalist consumer-driven environment of today.

P.O. Box 204, Waterval Boven, 1195 South Africa.
http://www.michaeltellinger.com/ubuntu-cont.php
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2013, Dec 28 09:28 AM

Dr M. T. Keshe on Fukishima

The Fukushima situation has to be resolved now and not in the future and through a different channel
than TEPCO.
I have put all my effort in these holidays and have canceled everything even my holidays with my
family to write and make papers and manuals for Japanese community in how to recover their lands
from contamination.
We have requested for the intervention of the Washington directly in this matter in the past 48 hours.
I have written through the channels available to us to His Excellency President Obama, asking for his
intervention in this matter between the Foundation and the Japanese organizations (TEPCO)
concerning Fukushima.
We hope the response will be positive as it was with the peace treaty and USB stick. We know His
Excellency and the White House keep an eye on our work and have been doing so for sometimes as we
are all aware.
You have to realize that once we release videos as has been asked by Japanese community of how to do
the decontamination, then we need the government apparatus to get involved to collect and store the
cesium and other radioactive materials, which farmers collect from their land.
Secondly public need to have the know-how in how to handle the collected contaminated materials.
We are here to help, and not to create a bigger problem.
We have been asked and we will keep this move very close to us until we solve the matter.
As I have said in my communications in the past week, now we are free from the power generator unit
development and now we enter to solve this subject with full force and will not stop until is done.
As what has alarmed me, is that in the last week the authorities have mentioned in their press
conference in Tokyo that they are considering in diluting waters held in giant tanks in the station and
they are talking of then dumping this diluted water in the high seas.
We are not from the back of the mountain ignorant people, as TEPCO think.
This is not sugar to dilute and becomes less tasty and sweet to swallow.
This is tritium-contaminated water you are talking about, and tritium contamination will be on every
man plate around the world in less than 12 month, if this move is carried out.
This move by TEPCO is lethal and inconsiderate and they have already through backdoors released
large quantities of the contaminated water into the ocean anyway.
This shows that TEPCO think everyone is ignorant, as they have got away with their play for the last
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two years and have been playing with every mans life on this planet.
We are not opposing the cleanup, but we are setting the scene for reduction in contamination and
reduction in volume of contaminated matters through the right channels and methods for their
retraction from the ground and water and their safe storage.
Members of the Foundation and our readers, Please put as much work as you can on TEPCO, this is
where the problem has to be solved.
TEPCO needs to know that there are correct solutions available to them and as world citizens, it is our
jobs to protect the next generation and ourselves.
TEPCO has had problem with me and with the Foundation, as I am an Iranian nuclear physicist and the
Japanese government has banned them to enter in any negotiation with us.
I offered the technology for the decontamination to the Japanese government, when I handed the USB
stick to the embassy personally last year.
They did not refuse the USB and they never returned it back to us either.
So, if the patents and the information on the USB were good, then so is the decontamination process we
offer should be good too.
If we do not see positive move, within days, as has been requested by our Japanese friends, we will
release full process step by step on video to the public that they can start to decontaminate their lands
and homes.
Do not forget that there are children whom are getting affected by cesium through playground in Japan
too, and this is much worse than anyone could imagine and it is not getting reported.
We are here to serve humanity, we have asked for no financial rewards or payment from TEPCO or
Japanese government, our technology is free for you to use, but if the move is not made by the White
House and TEPCO, then I will teach Japanese in the coming days line by line, minute by minute live
on the YouTube how to handle the whole situation, from making the material they need up to how to
protect themselves and how to dispose of the contaminated materials.
I am sure then the world scientists will join us too to give their advice too to finish this job as a team.
Enough is enough, for foot pedaling for TEPCO.
We need to organize the same force as for peace treaty and help the situation, 2 years has been long
enough to wait and go from one disaster to another with TEPCO.
I understand that they are under pressure to solve this problem, but now it is time to open the door for
world scientists to come in and help.
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Protectionism is killing all of us.
My message to TEPCO and Japanese government is simple, please learn from our Russian friends and
Chernobyl, they asked for the others outside their borders for help and help was given and we all are
living in a fairly moderate condition with that disaster as a humanity as we all helped and we did what
we could at that time or at least we thought we did and could do.
Please open the doors and let us help or we will let the people to help themselves and you will follow
the people.
Moreover, this is not how to govern, as it is not Japan, but the whole of human race, which this
situation is putting and has put under threat.
We are not a pressure group, but scientific group, which we let our voice to be heard through our
technology.
NHK Japanese television from their e-mail sounds to support us, once we start teaching and they will
report.
We are waiting for the response from the world leader, if he can come in to give a helping hand.
IAEA will be involved soon and it has no choice but getting involved as they should have done
something long ago and they were to busy with Iran situation and they have taken their eyes of the ball
of the Fukushima.
TEPCO needs to listen to world scientists.
What I do not understand is that how can Japan’s Emperor and Prim-minster be living in the country,
which its air and food is giving them and their family cause for cancer and they are not asking for their
government to do something about it.
TEPCO does not have the expertise, others do, and now we are coming in as world scientists to make
the change if they like it or not.
The tsunami destroyed the Fukushima PowerStation, but the PowerStation tsunami contamination is
destroy the rest of the humanity.
http://forum.keshefoundation.org/forum/environment-agriculture/30360-give-the-cesium-back-to-the-plantin-fukushima
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2014, Jan 2

Happy NEW MOON in Capricorn January 1st 2014 (SuperMoon)!

ART: O. LIE
We start of the New Year with a New Moon in Capricorn! A SuperMoon with some strong aspects at
play calling us to activate and unearth that which has been lying dormant within.
There will be 5 SuperMoons this year. This one and another on January 3oth, both New Moons,
and the other three will be Full Moons. Here is the scoop on SuperMoons, EarthSky.org says:
“The term supermoon didn’t come from astronomy. We used to call them perigee… ‘near
Earth.’ An astrologer, Richard Nolle, is credited with coining the term supermoon. He defines
them as:. . . a new or full moon which occurs with the moon at or near (within 90% of) its
closest approach to Earth.
“By this definition, a new moon or full moon has to come within 361,863 kilometers (224,851
miles) of our planet, as measured from the centers of the moon and Earth, in order to be a
supermoon.”

So here are the MYSTIC MAMMA Astral Insights for this first NEW MOON SuperMoon of 2014,
from the most tuned in readers of the stars…
First from Dipali Desai and her Celestial Space Astrology:
“The earth element is strongly featured for the first New Moon of the New Year. The New Moon
is in Capricorn at 11 degrees which suggests having a fresh fertile soil within the subconscious
so the new ‘symbolic seeds’ are planted for the year ahead.
“But first one has to prepare the soil through clearing it out and adding new nutrients to
it. Remember, there is no rush with Capricorn, patience and timing is utmost important…”
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“Capricorn is an earth element, cardinal mode of energy, so it is highly dynamic and has the
potential to be excellent at management, organization and delegation…
“The New Moon in Capricorn’s themes are letting go and paving the way for rebirth and
aligning with quality and integrity…”
“The climb to the top of the symbolic mountain may feel rough, yet imagine the new possibilities
and view when you arrive at the peak. With persistence and gentle discipline, all things may be
achieved.
“The New Moon in Capricorn has an intense energy due to the fact that it is connected to (by
conjunction) to transiting Pluto in Capricorn (Uranus in Aries), Mercury in Capricorn and Mars
in Libra. Transformation of stuck energy so things realign and move is part of this
astrological configuration.
“The first round of energy with this aspect suggests ‘major detox and cleanse’ and then comes
the rebirth and new beginnings. The energy is dynamic yet very focused like a laser beam.
“As a Soul, you are success itself. The ego/mind or human self, it may get caught up in the
extremes of the physical world of ‘success or failure.’ Know that there is a way beyond this
dualistic perception and way of living. Living life from a perspective of Soul, helps you to know
you bring the quality of success to whatever you choose to do.
“Consider that at times the most trying, testing, difficult situation may be a form of Spiritual
initiation or rite of passage in some way to master something and raise consciousness. The
overall astrological aspects suggest this is what is happening, each individual is testing
themselves to rise to a higher level through a challenge in some form.
“…Some people right now leading up to the New Moon in Capricorn, are feeling the strong
driving push for purging, cleansing and letting go. It is downright uncomfortable and possibly
full of grief, intense emotions or even deep fears coming up. This is par for the course now. Go
with it, be with it, accept it. Get some rest if you feel exhausted. It will shift soon enough.
“Pay attention to about 3 days before hand, especially New Years Eve it is wise to have
awareness, be alert and make conservative choices and actions. People may express pent-up
aggression, anger, possible erratic driving on the roads or while travel, arguments or
disagreements may occur.
“Energies want to clear out. Be responsible for what is your emotion and reaction and allow
others to do the same. There is nothing to fear, but better be on the side of caution and wise
decision-making than have regrets. It is your choice how you work with the symbolism and
energy or if you buckle down into fear-based energy.”
“…With Venus Retrograde in Capricorn, some things may not be as defined or tangible as you may
like them to be — especially around relationships, love and even money. Be patient. As it’s a
phase of reorganizing, how something is defined will come in due time.”
“The New Moon in Capricorn urges each to be realistic with your approach to whatever is
happening. Align with that which is healthy, loving, empowering and of quality.
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“Whatever you produce or manifest, let it be with integrity and deliver quality product. This is
being the living embodiment of the highest potential of the New Moon in Capricorn.”
© Copyright 2013-2014 ~ Dipali Desai. All Rights Reserved
From the always inspiring Kelley Rosano:
“The Capricorn New Moon on January 1 is a SuperMoon. This means it is extra potent. The
New Moon is closest to the earth and in direct alignment with the Sun and the Earth.
“New Moons are new beginnings. You have a new start in Capricorn. The structures of your life
are to be examined and changed as needed….The Capricorn New Moon message is time to
upgrade and improve your life.
“Capricorn is the goat climbing to the mountain top…You are to climb higher and merge with
your God Consciousness. Pulling your Higher Consciousness into your choices will empower
you to live an authentic life. You will live from love not fear. You are a great spiritual being. You
are having a human experience. You are a powerful creator. What do you want to create in the
New Year?
“The Sun and Moon are coupled with Pluto and Mercury. Pluto is considered the most powerful
planet in astrology. He is not a maybe planet. ‘Change or I will change you’ says, Pluto.
“There are two roads to take with Pluto. One is divine will. The other is ego will. Pluto, used to
serve your highest good, is the wisest path to take. Pluto will empower your soul and help you
make healthy choices.
“When you do what is right for you, you are in alignment with your soul. You don’t feel the
need to control or change people. This is because you know who you are and what works for you.
You live from the motto, ‘live and let’ live.’ The dark side of Pluto is when people are fear based
and must control family, friends and their world. Manipulation, hidden agendas and jealousy are
the misuse of Pluto….”
“The ongoing Uranus and Pluto life changing square continues through 2014. You can
experience evolutionary breakthroughs. You can move from breakdown to breakthrough. Pluto
and Uranus are transforming your life. Pluto is about power. How you use your power. How you
own it, or how you give your power away. You can give your power away not only to others but to
self-sabotaging behaviors…”
“The Capricorn New Moon on January 1 is a Grand Square. This powerful energy is building
toward a peak in April. Mars, Jupiter, Uranus and Pluto are the four pillars of the Grand
Square. They are fighting with each other for their say and place. This astrology may reflect
long standing issues, challenges and problems that are difficult to resolve. This requires you to
garner your strength, patience and perseverance…”
“The cosmic message for the Capricorn New Moon is live from your authentic power. Be who
you truly are. Be open to change. Upgrade your life where needed.
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“Yes, this astrology is serious and intense. A wise strategy is to be flexible. Flow with the
environment. What is breaking down in your life is ready for a breakthrough. Attitude is
everything. You can be proactive and evolve. You are creating your reality though your thoughts,
words and behavior. You can choose to be the victor or the victim. In other words, you can own
your power. Or you can give it away….”
“The ego resists change. This is the ego’s way of distracting you from getting on with the
business of living. What is not built on truth is collapsing. Being powerless because you see
someone, others, or society having power over you. This is illusion! The ego is playing a game of
denial.
“Be honest with yourself. Have you ignored the warnings and now conditions have worsened?
You are a powerful creator. You can use your power to improve your life. Have better
relationships. Work with passion and feel good. Remember that, you have an important role to
play or you wouldn’t be alive. You matter. You count. There is no one who can replace you. You
are a valuable treasure.
“…Real growth requires tenacity and determination. Creator is using Pluto and Uranus to cut
you free from the chains that bind you. Freedom can only come when you liberate your mind.
Be the change you want to see in the world. Merge with you Higher Self. Observe the magical
blessings in your life.”
© Copyright 2013-2014 ~ Kelley Rosano All Rights Reserved
From the wonderful Simone Butler from Mooncircles.com:
“The Capricorn New Moon (Jan. 1, 3:14 a.m. PST) catalyzes a grand cross between Mars in
Libra, Jupiter in Cancer, Uranus in Aries and Pluto in Capricorn.
“The planets involved represent strong yang forces, intensified by their presence in actionoriented cardinal signs. Do-or-die Pluto conjuncts the Sun, Moon and Mercury and exactly
squares headstrong Mars. This forceful call for evolutionary change can prompt a fresh start,
but it can also trigger antagonism and impatience if we’re not careful to channel it wisely.
“Because this powerful energy colors the entire year ahead, we can expect 2014 to be a
magnificent, make-it-or-break-it year.
“The good news is, if you’re inclined to cut ties with the past, launch new projects or begin
running marathons, this alignment will give you the push you need. The bad news is, if you
persist in clinging to old patterns or being less than your authentic self, you’re apt to suffer.
“Complicating the planetary picture, Venus is currently retrograde in Capricorn (Dec. 21 – Jan. 31).
Pleasure-loving Venus can feel weighed down in that serious earth sign, but she’s also able to
devise effective plans for change, and cement healthy habits in existing relationships (not a great
time to start new ones, though).
“Don’t rely overmuch on others’ financial or emotional support during this retrograde, as it’s
meant to guide you into your own depths to reclaim your talents, power and self-esteem
(although it is a good time to recoup losses or receive money owed to you).
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“Through the end of January, you may have to dig deep to find the softer side of love, to
unconditionally accept yourself and others—but your efforts will be richly rewarded.”
© Copyright 2013-2014 ~ Simone Butler All Rights Reserved
Wonderful insight from Dana Gerhardt from Mooncircles.com:
“According to the Austrian philosopher-clairvoyant Rudolf Steiner, balance is the psychophysical sense we must develop in Capricorn. When we steady ourselves, we steady the world.
If we slip and free fall, the world goes spinning.
“The alliance you forge with Capricorn now can strengthen your footing for the entire year.
Capricorn is a climber, inspired by high goals. But nothing is gained without first achieving
balance on the terrain immediately beneath your feet.
“Tune into the earth. Let your balance be a conversation between you and the benevolent forces
whispering, ‘Step here next!’’
© Copyright 2013-2014 ~ Dana Gerhardt All Rights Reserved
Lastly from Robert Wilkinson from his Aquarius Papers:
“This is an extraordinary New Moon, in that it will definitely break up log jams in the lives of
individuals and nations!!”
“…This is such a volatile New Moon that we will definitely see extreme circumstances,
extreme arguments, extreme coercions, and more likely than not, extremely self-destructive
manipulations in those people, organizations, and nations most affected by these squares and
oppositions. For some, it will prove to be the beginning of sprouting seeds of regeneration and
power; for others, the beginning of the annihilation of old forms…”
“Be willing to move into pioneering new directions with sensitivity and a sense of caution. A lot
that is set into motion by this New Moon will be much clearer by late February and March, and
the growth promised during January will help us deal with the hodgepodge traffic jams in the
collective consciousness.
“So I will remind you again, go slow, take it easy, be thoughtful as you see what must be
transcended, with courage, patience, perseverance, and determination.”
© Copyright 2013-2014 ~ Robert Wilkinson All Rights Reserved
HAPPY NEW MOON & NEW YEAR!
BLESSINGS to us all!~mm
❤❤❤ MYSTIC MAMMA is a living well of wisdom and guidance that depends on COMMUNITY SUPPORT
to sustain and thrive. If you have been inspired and nourished by this stream, please consider becoming a
supporter or making a donation at whatever level you can~Thank you! ❤
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2014: The Year that the new Technology will change the course of humanity and it will bring
untold changes.
At Keshe Foundation, we make 2014, the year that advanced technologies will be mass-released to
public that they can show their power to create conditions that change through all layers of human
society will be achieved.
We shall put an end to hunger and wars, through the release of everything in our possession, this be it
scientifically, or technically to every man, be it scientists or world governments around the world in
equal measure.
In 2014, the Keshe Foundation through its Institute shall deliver to mankind as a whole the technology,
which the mankind has been waiting and praying for from the beginning of time.
With delivery of an advance technology, unknown up to now, we shall put an end to hunger, wars.
We shall make sure that all men will have enough to attain sustenance and shelter that; there shall be no
need for suffering.
We give and facilitate the release of technology to the men of greed that they can produce enough gold
and precious metals that they could wish for, that eventually they will shy away even to show any
interest in possessing such materials.
In opening the space in 2014 in its true sense, we would bring in more precious materials and sciences
unknown to man that these new materials and knowledge will be used for forging tools of lasting peace
on this planet.
The 2014 will be the beginning of the new era, the point of change for the humanity from what has
been the same on this planet from the time of Adam.
We make one promise to the world leaders and that is, change your and your nations ways or your
citizens shall change it for you through the delivery and application of the new technology and its use.
No man shall and from this year on will be allowed to take up arms to fight and no man shall be left
hungry and homeless on this planet because of wars.
Use your arm manufacturing factories to deliver homes and food to the humanity, which up to now you
have being developing tools of war in them, and you have instigated, unwanted wars because of them.
As the man who has the knowledge of universe at his disposal, I shall use every knowledge and power
available to me to bring these factories, which you have erected for making tools of war and their
products to standstill with stroke of a pen.
Then we wonder who shall disobey as is in the books of god that “one shall not kill.”
The promises of the change, as has been in the Holly books of the past, which the man has been waiting
for centuries for shall be fulfilled.
Our program for this year is set to be.
We shall put an end first and foremost to the problem at Fukushima in January.
In February, we make all efforts to create the environment to stop the production of arms across the
world, through release of technologies, which makes the present advance aircraft, missiles, and nuclear
weapons irrelevant and ancient.
In Jun, we will deliver technologies, which can deliver sustenance’s to world population totally free of
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any cost through the release of new systems that can change air into sustainable food and energy supply
without a need for farming land that no child will sleep with hunger.
By September, we will deliver the technology for every man to be protected from the natural elements
like cold and rain without being dependent on other man handout of tents.
We shall make delivery of clean water at any point on earth free of charge a reality by releasing the
already developed technologies.
By the end of December we will make sure, that there are no grounds for disruption for space travels on
regular bases from all the nations on this planet that all shall harvest the reaches of the universe
collectively and equally.
Those who have doubts about our work, be ready to become soldiers of the peace and unity before the
end of this year.
M T Keshe
http://forum.keshefoundation.org/forum/keshe-official/30510-2014-the-year-of-the-change-for-thehumanity
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From Global Light Network

Information on Radiation De-toxing

Rad-D-Tox
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Introducing Rad-D-Tox
We started with Essence of Iodine, an energetic essence, for the purpose of raising one's
iodine levels around the time of the Fukushima disaster. Many members wanted to protect
their thyroid from radioactivity. Subsequent to the announcement of Essence of Iodine, Fred
upgraded the essence to include protection from other types of radiation. Since that time we
have been given evidence that, with proper usage, this product will eliminate radiation from
the body entirely. Hence, we are now also offering it as Rad-D-Tox for those specifically
seeking this benefit.
If you are taking the Essence of Iodine, you are already getting the benefits of reduction in
radiation levels. (For further information on iodine, please view the Essence of Iodine page on
this site.)
If someone is more focused on reducing their radiation levels, they will also get the benefit of
raising their iodine levels if needed. If their iodine levels are already healthy, because this is
an energetic essence, there is no danger of getting too much iodine.
One product -- different names depending on what your focus and a slightly different
protocol.
Here is a comprehensive booklet (http://www.epa.gov/radiation/docs/402-f-06-061.pdf) from
the EPA, that educates about the various types of radiation to which we are constantly
exposed. Just because we don't perceive radioactivity with our five senses does not mean
that we are not vulnerable.
Here are the types of radiation addressed with Rad-D-Tox:
Radiation General
Barium (R/A)
Cesium 132
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Cesium 134
Cesium 137
Cobalt - 1
Cobalt - 2
Cobalt - 3
Cobalt - 4
Radiation Fallout
Gamma, A Bomb - 1
Gamma, A Bomb - 2
Iodine R/A
Plutonium 1
Plutonium 2
Strotium 90 - 1
Strontium 90 - 2

http://www.productsknowledge.info/index.aspx
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